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Wynn organizes visit to “Base of the Education of Love for the
Motherland and for Macau for Young People” for team members
Macau, March 19, 2021 – To enhance Wynn’s young team members’ understanding of the history
of the motherland and Macau, as well as traditional Chinese culture, Ms. Linda Chen, Vice Chairman
and Executive Director of Wynn Macau, Limited, led a group of 33 young team members from
different departments to visit the “Base of Education of Love for Motherland and for Macau for Young
People” on February 18. At the guided tour, the on-site tour guide accompanied the team members
to visit the exhibition area one by one. The team members gained in-depth and comprehensive
understanding of Chinese history and culture, China's development achievements and the historical
development of Macau, thus enhancing their national sentiments.
Aside from our long-serving young Wynn team members, we also invited students from local
universities participating in our Wynn Internship Program to join this visit. Wynn hopes that the visit
could enable our young team members to deepen their understanding, love, and sense of belonging
to Macau and our motherland, joining forces to explore and build a more prosperous future for both
domains.
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Wynn invites 33 young team members to visit the “Base of the Education of Love for the
Motherland and for Macau for Young People”

ABOUT WYNN MACAU
Wynn Macau is a luxury hotel and casino resort in the Macau Special Administrative Region of the
People's Republic of China with two iconic towers featuring a total of 1,010 spacious rooms and suites,
approximately 252,000 square feet of casino space, over 59,000 square feet of retail space, 12 food and
beverage outlets, two spas, a salon and a pool. The resort proudly boasts three distinct entertainment
experiences, including Macau’s only choreographed Performance Lake, blending lofty plumes of water,
gracefully choreographed music from Broadway tunes to renowned Chinese songs, powerful LED lights
and fire effects.
Wynn Macau is operated by international resort developer Wynn Resorts, recipient of more Forbes Travel
Guide Five Star Awards than any other independent hotel company in the world. Wynn Macau continues
to hold the distinct honor of being the only resort in the world with 8 Forbes Five-Star Awards for five
consecutive years. Wynn Macau opened on September 6, 2006 and its second tower – Encore opened
on April 21, 2010. For more information on Wynn Macau, visit press.wynnmacau.com.
ABOUT WYNN PALACE
Wynn Palace is the second luxury integrated resort from international resort developer Wynn Resorts in
the Macau Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, following the launch of Wynn
Macau. Located in the Cotai area, it features a 28-storey hotel with 1,706 exquisitely furnished rooms,
suites and villas, versatile meeting facilities, over 106,000 square feet of renowned luxury retail, 14 food
and beverage outlets, Macau’s largest spa, a salon, a pool and approximately 424,000 square feet of
casino space. The resort also features a variety of entertainment experiences, including the dazzling 8acre Performance Lake that mesmerizes guests with a choreographed display of water, music and light,
the unique SkyCab, spectacular, large-scale floral displays and an extensive collection of art works by
some of the world’s leading artists.
Wynn Resorts is the recipient of more Forbes Travel Guide Five Star Awards than any other independent
hotel company in the world. Wynn Palace is the first and only resort in the world with more than one
thousand rooms to receive Forbes Travel Guide Five Star Awards. Wynn Palace opened on August 22,
2016. For more information on Wynn Palace, visit press.wynnpalace.com.
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